
Investing in our youth is 
investing in our future.



5 YEARS STRONG!



LESSONS 
LEARNT

With thanks and acknowledgement for inputs from Joseph Kimani, George 
Nyama, Joe Muturi, Joan Anioka and Jackie Waithaka. 



Youth leadership development and  
mentorship programme. 
Eg. In Kenya; Huruma, Kibera and Mukuru already have 
very powerful youth-led initiatives doing this. 

Strengthen and scale up





“Youth Informed” approach.
Eg. Climate change, Housing, Community planning, etc 
this means we negotiate projects and influence how 
outcomes relate with the youth agenda

Re-design our new 
engagements





Activate new Federation members
Eg. Peer to peer learning; Data Collection; Modelling; 
Settlement based planning; Women empowerment; 
Savings (decent income) etc

Integrate Federation 
rituals in youth  work





The use of online mobilisation, going 
forward will become essential given 
the current situation.

Leveraging on arts and 
theater for mobilisation





Especially whatsapp, low bandwidth 
solutions
Eg. Zimbabwe COVID response, safer cities.

Virtual platforms 





Building a strong social capital base
Eg. Withstanding economic shocks especially during the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

Life skills 





Social capital is resilient capital
Eg. Production of face masks and liquid soap in 
Zimbabwe, the groups income increased by more than 
50% since they were providing essential commodities.

Entrepreneurship 
training





We have to think outside the box
Eg. The pandemic resulted in many people diverting 
their business capital to basic commodities like food.
Investigate cooperatives and collective economic models 
like LETS and Talent Exchange.

Financial Management 





These market driven skills require 
responsiveness and agility.
Eg. Youth groups opened YouTube (Outometer TV and 
Zim reality tv) channels , Facebook live videos,  using 
whatsapp status to market their products. 

Digital skills





OUR FOCUS
Build our social movement to transform 

urban environments and secure a just 
and sustainable future.



Co-design and co-creation
of knowledge

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





Peer-to-peer learning through 
exchange, both virtual and physical

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





Program of action

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





Cooperative approach to problem 
solving and ownership

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





Train the trainer / activist / 
revolutionary / innovator

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





Inclusivity.
Gender representative and inclusive.
Language inclusivity.

PROGRAM PRINCIPLES





▪ Settlement level pathway
▪ City level pathway
▪ Global level pathway

PATHWAYS TO CHANGE



TOWARDS AN 
INTEGRATED YOUTH 

STRATEGY





Massive Online Open Course (MOOC)
Federation sets the priorities - the MOOC are co-created 
in response to self identified needs.

Know Your City School
of Social Impact





Micro actions add up to macro 
impact and visible change.
Start local and then connect to global.

Call to action campaign





“Beautiful and bold” True to 
federation culture 
Transportable photography exhibition, films and 
travelling talent shows to inspire and activate.

Travelling media festival





Including the development and 
institutionalization of new practice.
Peer to peer learning , Data Collection, Women, Savings.

Mainstreaming youth into 
SDI rituals and structures 





THANK YOU


